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Abstract—Caching is an effective optimization in search engine.
The data selection policy plays a key role in caching, which
places the data to be cached in memory. However, the current
data selection policies are not suitable to the hybrid storage
architecture with solid state disks (SSDs), which have gradually
replaced hard disk drives (HDDs) in search engines. In this
paper, we present an Efficient Data Selection policy (EDS) for
search engine cache management, which views cache media as
a knapsack, and views results and posting lists as items. The
best benefit can be computed by greedy algorithms. In order to
verify the effectiveness, we carry out a series of experiments to
study essential factors of data selection in different architectures,
including HDD, SSD, and SSD-based hybrid storage architecture,
which uses SSD as a secondary cache for memory. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed policy improves
the hit ratio by 20.04% and the retrieval performance on HDD,
SSD, and hybrid architecture by 31.98%, 28.72% and 23.24%,
respectively.
Index Terms—search engine; cache management; data selection; solid state disk; hybrid storage architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a modern search engine, caching is the preferred technique for attaining performance. Over the past years, many
caching techniques have been developed and used in search
engines. In order to reduce the query response time, the search
engines commonly dedicated portions of the servers memory
to cache certain query results [1], posting list [2][3][4], intersection [5], document [6], score, and snippet [7]. Caching
means copying frequently or recently accessed parts of the
data from high-capacity but slow storage devices (HDD) to
low-capacity but fast storage devices (Memory or SDD). The
data selection means selecting the effective data to be placed
in memory or SSD. These caches avoid excessive disk access
and repeated computation.
Due to the wide speed gap between the random read and
the sequential read in HDD, the benefit of the cache hit
has been largely attributed to the saving of the expensive
random read operations. Therefore, the early studies focused
on the improvement of the hit ratio in the HDD search engine
architecture, and put forward some classic policies [3][4],

such as Freq, FreqSize etc. The emerging SSD has ultra-high
performance for random data access. Random reads in SSD are
one to two orders of magnitude faster than in HDD [8]. In an
SSD-based search engine infrastructure, now the benefit of the
cache hit should attribute to both the saving of the random read
and the saving of the subsequent reads. Since SSD is replacing
HDD, the cache hit ratio is no longer a reliable reflection of
the actual query latency because a larger data items being
found in the cache yields a higher query latency improvement
over a smaller data item [8]. The frequency was found to be a
core factor in the SSD experiments. In an SSD-based hybrid
search engine infrastructure, our previous proposed CBSLRU
[9] algorithm gained higher hit ratios than the traditional LRU.
However, without being guided by a particular theory, these
proposed factors may be not comprehensive, and some combinations of the factors that influence the retrieval performance
have not been found. The proposed policies mainly consider
the frequency and the size, but many other factors have not
been considered. Therefore, the applications may not work
well in different hardware environments. We assume that the
historical query log has a guiding role for the future query
[1]. Therefore, a set of query features could be found through
query log. When the user submits a query, the data selection
policy is tuned to use these features. In order to analyze the
query log and improve the efficiency of the data selection,
we have introduced the knapsack problem, which views cache
media as knapsack and views result and posting list as items,
and used a greedy algorithm to calculate the retrieval time.
Also, we propose an effective data selection policy (EDS),
which involves the frequency, the size, the disk parameters,
and the other factors. The EDS can be better applied to the
different storage architectures.
We have made three main contributions in our work. First,
we describe and analyze the knapsack problem in different
storage architectures. Second, through derivation and comparison, we find some critical factors that affect the performance
of the search engines. Third, we propose data selection policy
(EDS) that places the efficient data to be cached either in

memory or SSD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we discuss the related work. Section III presents different
storage architectures for search engines. In Section IV, we
analyze the knapsack problem and perform the derivation of
the EDS in hybrid storage architectures. Section V shows the
results of the performance evaluation. Finally, in Section VI,
we conclude this study and discuss the future work.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
In general, search engine caches can be classified into
two categories: static caches [2] and dynamic caches [10].
The static caches try to capture the access locality of the
data items. Past data access logs are utilized to determine
the data that should be cached. Typically, the items that are
more frequently accessed in the past are preferred over the
infrequently accessed items for caching. Static caches need
to be periodically updated, depending on the variation of
the access frequencies of the items. On the other hand, the
dynamic caches try to capture the recency of the data access.
The data that is more likely to be accessed in the near future
remains in the cache. The challenge in the previous research in
dynamic caching was to develop cache eviction policies [11].
Recently, the current challenge is to devise effective policies
to retain cache.
The caching techniques in search engines can be classified
into two-level caching and multi-level caching. Saraiva et al.
[12] evaluated a two-level caching architecture using result
and list caching on the search engine TodoBR. Result caching
filtered out the repetition in the query stream by caching the
complete results of the previous queries for a limited time
window [10][11]. Long et al. [13] proposed and evaluated a
three-level caching scheme that added an intermediate level of
caching. On this basis, Wang et al. [8] also carried out a series
of experiments on document and snippet in the proposed web
search engine architecture. Ozcan et al. [5] proposed five-level
static cache architecture for web search engines.
Considering the special I/O performance of the SSD, the
researches on such SSD-based hybrid storage architecture have
been attracting both academic and industrial fields. With its
excellent random read performance, the SSD can work well
as a read cache in front of a larger HDD [14]. Suk et al. [15]
proposed a hybrid file system, called hybridFS, whose primary
objective is to put together attractive features of both the HDD
and the SSD devices, to construct a large-scale, virtualized
address space with a minimum cost.
III. S TORAGE A RCHITECTURES OF S EARCH E NGINES
In this section, we briefly present the storage architecture
of a search engine, including one-level and two-level architectures. Then, we give the data management process of the
two-level search engine architecture.
A. One-level architecture
The normal search engine employs one-level architecture.
Memory cache is used to store all of the intermediate results

Write
SSD (Result/Inverted List)
HDD (Inverted File)
Fig. 1. The data management process of two-level search engine architecture

includes result cache, posting list cache, snippet cache, and
document cache. The global inverted indexes are stored on
the HDD or SSD. That is to say, there are two situations in
one-level architecture, one can be called “Memory + HDD”
and the other is called “Memory + SSD”.
B. Two-level architecture
The cache storage structure can be divided into two levels:
level 1 cache (L1 cache) and level 2 cache (L2 cache). L1
cache refers to the memory, and its capacity is usually several
GB to dozens of GB. L2 cache refers to the SSD, and its
capacity is usually dozens of GB to hundreds of GB. In this
paper, we adopt the hybrid scheme, which the data in memory
may or may not be cached on SSD, depending on a criteria
either set by the user or decided based on the current workload.
Figure 1 shows the data management process of the two-level
search engine architecture. According to the data flow, the
main steps are as follows.
First, when the user submits a query, Lucene will read
the data from the HDD (i. e., the inverted lists), and put
it in memory. Second, once the memory buffer overflows,
the Lucene will eliminate some of the data according to the
cache replacement strategy. The data will be eliminated by
the filter of a data selection module. By screening (EDS >
T hreshold), the data will be added to the write buffer (called
Write Buffer). Third, when the Write Buffer overflows, the
Lucene will brush the data of the Writer Buffer into the SSD
according to either the data placement strategy or the data
replacement strategy. Fourth, when the data in the SSD being
hit, the Lucene will read the corresponding data from the SSD
to the memory.
IV. E FFECTIVE DATA S ELECTION IN S TORAGE
A RCHITECTURES
In this section, we first describe knapsack problem in the
SSD-based hybrid storage architecture, and then we define a
variety of time cost in the query process. Finally, we give
detailed derivation steps of an effective data selection (EDS)
in different storage architectures.

TABLE I
R ETRIEVAL U NDER D IFFERENT S ITUATIONS IN HYBRID ARCHITECTURE
Situation

Memory

S1

R

S2

SSD

HDD

Probability

Time Cost

P1

T1 = Cmpr

R

S3

I

S4

I

S5

I

P2

T2 = Cspr

P3

T3 = Cmpl + C0

P4

T4 = Cspl + C0

P5

T5 = Chpl + C0

purpose of minimizing the average retrieval time, we want
the mathematical expectations of the access time as small as
possible, and then we get the following Formula 3.
minAV G(T ) ⇔ minE(T ) ⇔
n
∑
[(T5 − T1 ) · fi · xiM M + (T5 − T2 ) · fi · xiSSD ]
max
i=1

A. Knapsack problem in hybrid architecture
During the retrieval process based on our proposed hybrid
storage architecture, there are five kinds of basic situations of
data access, which are shown in Table I.
In order to decrease the amount of memory space used in
hybrid architecture, only a part of the results are permitted
to be stored on SSD. From Table I, We note that Memory
and HDD denotes where the data read from, R denotes the
results, and I denotes the inverted lists. Probability represents the probability that the corresponding situation takes
place. Time is the average retrieval time accordingly. In the
calculation formula of the time cost, Cmpr represents the
time cost of obtaining search results directly from Memory,
and Cspr represents the time cost of obtaining the search
results directly from SSD. Cmpl represents the time cost of
obtaining inverted lists from Memory, and Chpl represents
the time cost of obtaining inverted lists from HDD. So,
C0 = Crank + Cdoc + Csnip , This previous formula represents
the sum of the time cost of obtaining the search results by
sorting, obtaining documents, and generating snippet. It is easy
to know that T5 ≥ Tk (1 ≤ k ≤ 4). From Table I, we give the
average retrieval time as shown in the following Formula 1.
5
∑
AV G(T ) =
T i × Pi
(1)

j=1

In the objective function, we can take (T5 − Tk )fi as the
value of the item, while it means the time savings by the cache.
Therefore, it can be converted into a multi-knapsack problem.
By considering the different cache spaces of the Memory and
the SSD, we build a mathematical model of a multi-knapsack
problem for our analysis. The items which will be loaded into
the knapsacks including n search results and m inverted lists.
Each item has its own size (Wi ), access frequency (fi ), and
retrieval time (as shown in Table I). Also, the items need to
meet the limitations of the memory capacity CM M and the
SSD capacity CSSD . There is no intersection between the set
of items cached in memory and SSD. According to above goals
and these condition constraints, the multi-knapsack problem
can be described as a mathematical model presented in the
following Formula 4.
max

+

E(T ) =
n
∑

(T1
i=1
m
∑

· xiM M + T2 · xiSSD + T5 · (1 − xiM M − xiSSD )) · fi

(T3 · xjM M + T4 · xjSSD + T5 · (1 − xjM M − xjSSD )) · fj

+

(2)

j=1

=

n
∑

T5 · fi −

i=1

+

m
∑
j=1

T5 · fj −

n
∑

[(T5 − T1 ) · fi · xiM M + (T5 − T2 ) · fi · xiSSD ]

i=1
m
∑

[(T5 − T3 ) · fj · xjM M + (T5 − T4 ) · fj · xjSSD ]

j=1

xi(store) = 1 represents that item i is cached in the storage
medium store, otherwise, xi(store) = 0. For example, xiM M
= 1 represents that item i is cached in main memory. For the

n
∑

[(T5 − T1 ) · fi · xiM M + (T5 − T2 ) · fi · xiSSD ]

i=1
m
∑

[(T5 − T3 ) · fj · xjM M + (T5 − T4 ) · fj · xjSSD ]

j=1

s.t.

i=1

In order to minimize the average retrieval time, we need
to make full use of the advantages of the hybrid cache by
analyzing the different situations in Table I, which means
that the probability of “S1 ”, “S2 ”, “S3 ”, and “S4 ” should
be increased. Therefore, we analyze the time cost and the
frequency of the single item, which include result and inverted
list. Suppose that there are n results and m inverted lists.
Each item will be accessed with a certain frequency (f). By
considering that an item may either be cached in Memory or
SSD, or be obtained from HDD indirectly, Formula 2 can then
represent the mathematical expectations of the retrieval.

(3)

m
∑
+
[(T5 − T3 ) · fj · xjM M + (T5 − T4 ) · fj · xjSSD ]

n
∑

Wi · xiM M +

i=1
n
∑

Wi · xiSSD +

i=1

m
∑

Wj · xjM M ≤ CM M

j=1
m
∑

(4)

Wj · xjSSD ≤ CSSD

j=1

xiM M + xiSSD = 0 or 1

(1 ≤ i ≤ n)

xjM M + xjSSD = 0 or 1

(1 ≤ j ≤ m)

xiM M = 0 or 1, xiSSD = 0 or 1

(1 ≤ i ≤ n)

xjM M = 0 or 1, xjSSD = 0 or 1

(1 ≤ j ≤ m)

As it is known, for the unbounded knapsack problem,
the greedy algorithm can achieve the optimal solution. In
this model, the size of a single item is far less than the
cache capacity of Memory and SSD. Therefore, for saving
the computing cost, we use the greedy algorithm to solve the
knapsack problem. Similarly, we sort the items in ascending
order according to the value per unit (UV), which is shown in
the following Formula 5.
(T5 − Tk )fi
(1 ≤ k ≤ 4)
Wi
B. Definitions of saving time terms
UV =

(5)

In order to explore the change rule, the time cost associated
with each query step is computed using the formulas shown in
Table II. As it can be seen from this table, Dseek and Drotation
represent the seek latency and the rotational delay of the HDD
respectively. Dread represents the time cost of obtaining one

TABLE II
C OST COMPUTATIONS IN THE CACHE OF SEARCH ENGINE
Notation

Computation

Chpl

Dseek + Drotation + Dread × | Ij | ×Sp ÷ Dblock

By calculating the parameters of the hardware and analyzing
the query log, we find that the time consumption of Cmpr ,
Cmpl , Cspr and Cspl can be negligible relative to the time
of reading the same result and inverted list from the HDD.
Through observation, we find that Chpl is the key factor to
the saving time of reading the inverted lists, and Chpl + C0
is the key factor to the saving time of reading the result. By
substituting Chpl and (Chpl + C0 ) into Formula 6, we can
obtain Formula 7 and 8.

Sread × | Ij | ×Sp ÷ Sblock
∑
ti∈q (| Ij | ×Sp )

Cspl

CP Uscoring ×

Crank
Cdoc

Dseek + Drotation + Dread × | dtop | ÷Dblock

CSdoc

Sread × | dtop | ÷Sblock

Csnip

CP Usnippet × | d |

Cspr

Sread × | Rtop | ×Sr ÷ Sblock

Cmpl

Mread × | Ij | ×Sp ÷ Dblock

Cmpr

Mread × | Rtop | ×Sr ÷ Sblock
TABLE III
T HE TIME SAVING WITH EACH

EDSP L =
= C1

TYPE OF KNAPSACK

Notation

Type

Time saving

Saving1

T5 − T1

Chpl + C0 − Cmpr ≈ Chpl + C0

Saving2

T5 − T2

Chpl + C0 − Cspr ≈ Chpl + C0

Saving3

T5 − T3

Chpl − Cmpl ≈ Chpl

Saving4

T5 − T4

Chpl − Cspl ≈ Chpl

(C1 = Dseek + Drotation , C2 =

Dread
)
Dblock

(7)

F req
F req
× (Chpl + C0 ) ≈
× (Chpl + Cdoc )
Wi
Wi
(8)
F req
Wj
= (2C1 + C3 ) ×
+ C2 ×
× F req
(C3 = d × K × C2 )
Wi
Wi

C. Derivation of EDS in storage architectures

Second, in similar way, we complete the same steps presented in Sec. IV, part A. In contrast, the object is converted
from hybrid storage to SSD. Also, we can use the model
of 0-1 knapsack problem and the value per unit (presented
in Formula 5). We can obtain the following two formulas 9
and 10, respectively. Where, EDSSP L represents EDS of the
inverted lists and EDSSR represents EDS of the results in
SSD.
EDSSP L =
=

F req × Cspl
Wj

Sread
× F req = C4 F req
Sblock

(C4 =

Sread
)
Sblock

F req
F req
× (Cspl + C0 ) ≈
× (Cspl + CSdoc )
Wi
Wi
Wj
F req
+ C4 ×
× F req
(C5 = d × K × C4 )
= C5 ×
Wi
Wi

(9)

EDSSR =

Compared with the inverted list entries, the result entries
are quite small and similar in size, so we can take common
policy to deal with the results. At the same time, we need
some special selection policies for the inverted list.
Based on Formula 5,we can find that the following three
factors are associated with the value of UV: saving time (T5 −
Tk ), access frequency (fi ) and item size (Wi ). We set EDS as
the effective values per unit, and put the larger ones into the
knapsack as presented in the following Formula 6:
Saving × fi
Wi

F req
+ C2 F req
Wj

EDSR =

block of data from the HDD, as Sread and Mread do from
the SSD and the Memory respectively. Dblock is the block
size of the HDD, and Sblock is the block size of the SSD.
Ii represents the number of DocId of the ith posting list,
and Sp is the size of the storage of per DocId. CP Uscoring
and CP Usnippet represent the scoring cost and the snippet
generation cost respectively. dtop represents the size of the
highest scoring document, and d is the number of documents.
Rtop represents the highest scoring result. Finally, Sr is the
average size of per result.

EDS =

F req × Chpl
Wj

(6)

Based on different storage architecture, the EDS can be
analyzed from three aspects. First, according to the timeconsuming listed in Table I, we find that there are greater
differences in time saving between the items cached in memory and those cached in SSD. Therefore, we can divide the
multi-knapsack problem into two stages, the memory knapsack
problem and the SSD knapsack problem. Considering the
differences in the time saving, and the size between the results
and the inverted lists, we separate these two types of items, and
get two knapsack problems. In this way, the multi-knapsack
problem is transformed into four basic 0-1 knapsack problems.
The time saving with each query step is deduced using the
formulas shown in the following Table III.

(10)

Third, when the object is converted from SSD to HDD, we
can also obtain the previous two Formula 7 and 8.
As seen in Formula 7, we can compute the value of C1
and C2 according to the parameters of certain types of hard
disk. (For example, Dseek = 8.5ms, Drotation = 4.2ms, Dread
= 4.88ms, Sp = 8bytes, Dblock = 512 bytes, then C1 = 12. 7,
C2 = 0. 0095). In Formula 8, we find that the time consumption
of Crank and Csnip can be negligible relative to the time of
Cdoc . Therefore, the value of C0 is Cdoc . K represents the
average size per document. When the size of the result is the
same (W is a constant), EDSR is a function of Freq. (For
example, d= 10, K=8kb, W=4kb, then C3 =780. 8, EDSR =
0. 22Freq).
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, our evaluation includes two aspects, one is
to compare the hit ratios of several proposed algorithms, and
the other is to verify that our proposed policy can improve
the retrieval performance of the search engines, including the
HDD architecture, the SSD architecture, and the SSD-based
hybrid storage architecture. We preserve the notations of the
previous sections here.

SPECIFICATIONS

Test-platform Environment
IR Tool

Lucene 3.5.0

Data Set

enwiki-20090805-pages-articles.xml

Query Log

AOL-user-ct-collection

SSD

Samsung SSD 840 Series 120GB

HDD

Seagate ST2000DM001-1CH164 2TB

OS

Windows 7/Ubuntu 12.04

CPU/RAM

Inter(R) Xeon (R) CPU E3 1230 V2/16G
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10
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S-PL-EDS
S-PL-Freq
S-PL-FreqSize
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300
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50
0
160

320

480
640
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Cache Size (MB)
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(b) Dynamic

90

(a) Static
400

960

960

Average query latency (ms)

Average query latency (ms)

TABLE IV
T HE EXPERIMENT PLATFORM

(b) Dynamic
500
D-PL-EDS
D-PL-Freq
D-PL-FreqSize
D-PL-LRU

400
300
200
100
0
160

320

480
640
800
Cache Size (MB)

960

Performance comparison in HDD

too higher than the hit ratio of D-PL-EDS in the previous
stage. However, at a later stage, the hit ratio of D-PL-EDS
exceeds the hit ratio of D-PL-FreqSize. The reason is that
the advantages of caching popular terms have been gradually
disappearing. We can compare the changes in the hit ratio of
the three policies between the dynamic and the static cases,
respectively. Our proposed D-PL-EDS policy improves the hit
ratio by 20.04% in average compared with the D-PL-Freq and
D-PL-FreqSize policies.

The hit ratio comparison in HDD

A. Experimental settings
Table IV summarizes the experiment platform specifications. Five million documents indexed from enwiki data set have
been used in our experiment, and the used query log was from
AOL. In our experiments, we have prepared a set of sample
queries from the AOL query log, which were performed the
index retrieval. Our simulative search engine is based on
Lucene 3.5.0.
B. Hit Ratio
There are two existing static query inverted list caching
policies. We refer them as S-PL-Freq and S-PL-FreqSize,
respectively. In addition, we refer to the proposed static
caching policy as S-PL-EDS. Figure 2 shows the hit ratio
comparison with HDD.
In experiments, the number of total documents is 1,000,000,
and the cache size ranges from about 160MB to 960MB.
Figure 2(a) shows the hit ratio comparison between S-PLFreq, S-PL-FreqSize and S-PL-EDS in the static case. It can
be seen from Figure 2(a) that the hit ratio will increase with
the increase of the cache capacity at a certain range, and SPL-FreqSize, which tends to cache popular terms with short
posting lists, has a higher cache hit ratio than S-PL-Freq in
the previous stage. However, if we increase the cache capacity
continuously, the hit ratio of S-PL-Freq exceeds the hit ratio
of S-PL-FreqSize at a later stage. In the static case, S-PL-EDS
has the highest cache hit ratio among the three policies.
S-PL-Freq, S-PL-FreqSize and S-PL-EDS has discussed
above, for their dynamic cache versions, we refer them as
D-PL-Freq, D-PL-FreqSize and D-PL-EDS, respectively. The
dynamic cache versions are to capture the recency of the data
access. Figure 2(b) shows the hit ratio of D-PL-Freq, D-PLFreqSize, and D-PL-EDS in the dynamic case. As it can be
seen from this figure, D-PL-FreqSize always has a higher
hit ratio than D-PL-Freq. The hit ratio of D-PL-FreqSize is

C. Retrieval performance on HDD
Figure 3 presents performance comparison in HDD. Figure
3(a) shows the average query time in the static case. The query
latency of the three selected caching policies is consistent with
the tradition holds: when one policy has a higher cache hit ratio
than the others, its query latency is also shorter than the others.
On the whole, the S-PL-EDS policy has the best query latency
compared with the S-PL-FreqSize and S-PL-Freq policies.
Specifically, we can note that S-PL-EDS’s average query time
is slightly worse than the average query time of S-PL-FreqSize
at 160MB cache memory because the latter has much higher
cache hit ratio. Figure 3(b) shows the average query time in
the dynamic case. Compared with the static case, the average
query latency of the dynamic case has the same trends. In
comparison with LRU, the average response latency is reduced
by 31.98% in EDS.
D. Retrieval performance on SSD
Figure 4 shows the average query time on SSD in the
dynamic case, and the average query time have followed
the same trend in the static case. According to Formula 9,
EDSSP L only related to the frequency, so D-PL-EDS is the
same as D-PL-Freq. However, as it can be seen in figure
4, D-PL-FreqSize becomes poor in terms of query latency.
The reason is that the benefit brought by the higher hit ratio
of D-PL-FreqSize is watered down by the fewer sequential
read savings caused by short posting lists. In comparison with
FreqSize, the average response latency is reduced by 28.72%
in EDS.
E. Retrieval performance on hybrid architecture
In two-level architecture, the data selection method is relatively complicated. In the dynamic case, the data selection
strategy can be implemented when the data flow from the
memory to the SSD. If the data is selected, we can use three

average query latency (ms)

120
D-PL-EDS

100

addition, we need to reduce the cost of search engine servers
without influencing the retrieval performance.

D-PL-Freq
80
D-PL-FreqSize
60

40
20
0
320

800

1280

1760

cache size (MB)

Fig. 4.
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strategies EDS, Freq and FreqSize. We refer them as 2L-PLLRU-eds, 2L-PL-LRU-f and 2L-PL-LRU-fs, respectively. As
shown in figure 5. By considering that the selected data will
be written to the SSD, our proposed EDS method only adopt
frequency factor here. Figure 5 shows that the average query
time of 2L-PL-LRU-eds (i.e., 2L-PL-LRU-f) is significantly
better than that of 2L-PL-LRU-fs. The reason is that the cache
terms with high frequency save query time.In this experiment,
the average response latency is reduced by 23.24% in EDS
compared to FreqSize.
The experimental results have shown that our proposed EDS
policy is better than the Freq and the FreqSize policies in
the performance for different architectures. We believe that
there are two main reasons for this achievement. First, the
EDS policy has the highest cache hit ratio. Second, the EDS
policy can be viewed as a reasonable compromise between
the FreqSize policy and the Freq policy. The value of EDS
depends on the parameters of the specific storage medium.
Through the guidance of the query log and the EDS policy,
the ideal data are always placed in the cache.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we describe three types of storage architecture
for search engines, and then we define and analyze knapsack
problem in storage architectures. Through derivation and comparison, we find some critical factors, which affect the performance of search engines. Then, we propose a data selection
policy (EDS), which places the efficient data to be cached in
memory or SSD. The experimental results demonstrate our
proposed EDS policy. In the future, we will consider the data
selection policies of intersection cache and document cache. In
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